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at a carbonyl could be the predominate factor here. This seems rather more likeI!- than 
a postulate of a gross difference in charge distribution in these molecule to explain 
the position of attack. 

P. 11. TREIcHEL 

iz. L. SHUBEiIS 

Molecular symmetry and crystai structure of dibenzene chromium 

There h;~i been considcrabir dixuGon coccerning the s\-mmetr\- of the 
Cr(C,H,i2 mo!rcule in solid dibenzcne chromium. A room-temper&e S-ray diffrac- 
tion study b?- one of she present authors ?.3 indicated a distortion from DS5 m<>lecular 
symmetry; in the Iigand rings carbon-carbon bonds of I.+# t 0.012 _-i were found to 
alternate with bonds of r.$ij A o.or, _ 7 -\. Another determination of the crystal struc- 
ture of &benzene ch-rcj_mium at room temperature U-ZG undertaken by Corton rt 01~9 
In th& in%-estiption no si,onificanr de\-iation from D, sxmmetn- xx-ad obsemed; the 
!en,cth oi both icdependent sets of carbon-carbon bon& U& given a~ 1.387 + o.or,- _-I-\. 
Cotton’s experimental data were also refined and analyzed by Ibe&. who found these 
data to provide no e\-idence for significnnt deviation; from D6;; I;mmrtry of the 
dibeizzer_e chromium mot~~uie_ 

_-i critical comparison and nnaly3s of Cotton’s’. and Jellinek’G data and results 
KS undwtaken b>- \\heatley5_ His independent refinement of the structure, b,*ed on 
Jellinek’s esperimtntal data. confirmed the apparent distortion of the benzene ligands 
and led to esentia!!_v the same inreratomic distant- and standard del-iations as those 
pub&h& pre\iomly2. \YheatIc>--‘s rejuits confirmed our view2 that more and better 
experimental data were needed to solve the problem, 11-e had. therefore. started a 
study of the crystal structure of dibenzene chromium at low temperatures, in order to 
suppress thermal motion which puts a serious limitation on the accuracies with which 
the atomic positions can be determined at room temperature_ 

It has been suggested~ that the ticrepxq- between Cotton’3 and _jel!inek’sz 
e?rperLmentzrl data might be caused by orientational d&order in the cc-stak studied 
by Cotton et ai_ Since mesitylene is frequentIF used as a catalyst in the synthesis of 
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dibenzene chromium, a possible disorder in the crystals could be due to the substitu- 
tion of a (L-e=- small) part of the benzene rings by me&vlene. Therefore, dibenzene 
chromium prepared in the absence of mesitylene was us&in our study; good crystals 
were obtained bv vacuum sublimation. 

Single-cry&l data were collected at a temperature of IOO'K by means of a 
manually operated three-circle counter dif%-actomete~; 310 I&C radiation was em- 
ployed which x-as monochromatized b:; balanced filters_ The intensities of all 771 
independent reflexions up to 0 = 37-s” were measured; the usual corrections were 
applied, including corrections for absorption, for attenuation filters and for the non- 
linearity and drift of the counting system. The reflesions include 343 indepent re- 
Aesions with mixed (even and odd) indices 1&Z, to which reflesions the Cr atom does 
not contribute (apart from a very small contribution due to the thermal anisotropy) ; 
the intensities of S3 of these reflesions were not signiiicantly different from zero, while 
197 other reflesions were too weak to be measured with high accuracy. The remaining 
263 independent reffesions with mised indices were used in the refinement of the 
structure, as were ‘223 independent reflesions with 1t.M all even or all odd; the strongest 
five r&lesions with unmixed indices were excluded from the refinement, since their 
intensities ma\- be affected by extinction. 

The positional and (anisotropic) thermal parameters of Cr. of the two indepen- 
dent sets of carbon atoms and of the two independent sets of hydrogens were refined 
bv ieast squares, using x-arious schemes of weighting of the intensities. The scattering 
factors for Cr. as given in the International Tables.:, were corrected for the real part 
of the anomalous scattering; scattering factors for C were taken from the International 
Tables:, for H from Ste\\-art ef nt.” 

The final positional parameter in space group Pa3 are given in Table I. The 
standard de\-iation in the parameters of the carbon atoms are calculated as o.oooz, 
those of the hydrogen atoms as 0.003; the dependence of the parameters on the 
weighting scheme emplo>-ed was somewhat less than these standard deviations_ The 
iinal value of R was 3.1"; for the _@6 independent reflesions used in the refinement 
and about +3:6 for all 77 I independent retlesions within the reflesion sphere investi- 
gated_ 

The interatomic distances derived from the parameters in Table I and the di- 
mensions of the cubic unit cell (n = 9.553 _\ at roo’K) are listed in Table z. _Xlso in- 

cluded in the Table are the distances after correction for the observed thermal motion_ 
The major axes of the thermai ellipsoids of the carbon atoms correspond to a libration 
of the rings about the molecular axis with a r.m.s. amplitude of 3’ or 0.07 _A_ This 
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CI-C;I’ 1.41; 0.003 I._$20 

CK-CZ’ I.@ o-003 t--lr9 
CL--c I z-143 0.002 ‘_I_17 
Cr--C I 3. r+o 0.00 ‘.r;+ 
C r-H I o-95 0.03 

c Z-H 2 0.92 0.03 

Dislonccs jkmz w--en 
uzrbm pranc 

Cr +-rAo6 0.001 +-r.cxJg 

CI -0.002 0.001 --o-o01 

C2 fO.OO2 o.oo I +0.002 

nr +0.09 0.03 
Hz -+x0() 0.03 

_ l___l-._ 

trxsionai motion czw.ses zn apparent shortenin g of the C-C bonds b- 0.003 _% (and of 
the C-H bon& b_v o.ooz _\J; rhe total I&ration of the mof~ule reduces the apparent 
Cr-C di~a~ces by 0.004 _-I_ 

It is seen that our present results do noi: indicate an>- si@ficant de\-iation from 
D, molecular s+-mmetry and rhat the two independent sets. of carbon-+rbon dis- 
tances are found to be of qual length. L‘nfortucrrtely. tke results of our present stud>- 
are nr)t sui&ient for ciisprovin: the kypotkesiS nf orientational disorder in the cr\-stal 
beins the case Of the jsppar?nt) ~7~~ __ GvmmetrJ-: if the two C-C disances d&r b\ 
0-5 .-4, suck a disorder a-&d appear as a Iibration of the rings with a r.m.5. amplitude 
of onIv o.S’ Or 0.02 :i, n-kick ~otrici be swamped bv the real Iibrahn, rvt-n at IOO’K. 
It is felt, howa-er. that the basis of the k>-pothesii of orientational disorder has been 
considenbly weakeaed bx- the present in\-estigarlon. tke more so since our results are 
in good agreement (except fix- the C-H tii~ances! with those of an ciectron-difiraction 
stud\- of gaseous dibenzene chromiunP_ 
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